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U tkr-
the 1972 amendments to the

edetal Water Poffutibn Control
Public Law 92-500), thousands of
icipal waste treatment plants'are

being constructed or expanded across
the Nation tontrol or prevent water
pollution. ' C

The 1972 law auaborizes grants
totalling $18 billion to help towns and
cities construct waste treatment
facilities, The grants, which cover 75
percent of the cost of the facilities, were
tole awarded by September, 1977.

The law also established the National
Pollution Discharge Elimination
System which calls for limitations on
the amount and quality of effluents
and requires all municipal and
industrial dischargers to'obtain
permits. The permits include effluent
clean -up dates which are enforceable
bx State or Federal Government..
Further, the new law sets this goal:
water clean enough for swimniins,,
boating, and protection of fish,
shellfish, and wildlife by 1983.

Construction of the needed municipal
treatment plants won't happen
overnight. From tirawing board to
opertition,takes time. But progress is
being made, and more and more
people are watching this progress. And
they want to know Vlore about
wastewater treatment.

This primer explains the metused
now AncLptocesses being deve oped for
the future to treat waste water
discharges and tckgive the Nation clean '
water.

soi
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Collecting
and treating Vt/astes

The most dommon form of polliblion
control in the United States cosists

alit system of sewers and waste
treatment plants. The sewers collect
the waste Water from homes,
businesses, and many industries and
deliver-it to the plants for treatment to
make it fit fo j. discharge into streams

-illy for reuse.

*there are two kinds of sewer
systemscombined and separate.
Combined sewers carry away both.

,water polluted by human use anti
water polluted as It drains off homes.
streets, or land during a storm.

12in a separate system, one system of
sewers, usually called sanitary. carries
only sewage. Another system of storm
sewers takes care pf the large volumes
of water from rain or melting snow:

Each home has a sewer or pipe whIch
connects to the common or lateral
sewer beneath a nearby street. Lateral
sewers connect with larger sewers
called trunk or fnain.sewers. Ina
combined sewer systein, these trunk or ,
main sewers discharge into a larger

t sewer called an interceptor. The
interceptor is designed to carry several
times the dry- weaTher flow of the
system feedinglinto it.

During dry weather when the,se*ers
are handling only the normal amount
of waste water, all of It is carried to the.
waste treatment plant. During a storm
when tV amount of water in the sewer
system is much greater, it may be
necessary to allow part of the w'ater
including varying amounts of raw -
sewage to by Pass directly Into the.
receiving stream4. The rest of the
wastes are sent o the treatment plant.
If part of the.increased load of water
were not dinned, the waste treatment
plant would le.overloaded and the
purifying processes would nol,function
properly. (Technology has been
developed that will, when applied;
control and treat the storm water .
discharges and the general runoff of
rainwater polluted by.dirt and other,

-N contaminants.)

1

Separate system ... storm sewer outfall

Interceptor sewers are also used in
sanitary sewer systems as collectors of ..,

flow from main sewers and trunks, but
do not normally include provisions for
.bypassing.

A waste treatment works%basic
functico, is tosspeed up the natural
piocesses by which water purifies itself.
In many cases, Natures treatment
process in streams and lakes was
adequate before our population and
industry grew to their present size.

However, these natural processes, even
ttiotIgh accelerated 'irr a waste.
treatment plant, are not sufficient to
remove other contaminants such as
disease-causing germs, excessive

such as phosphates and /.
nitrates, and chemicals and trace
elements.

When the sewage of previous years
Was dumped into waterways, the
natural process of purification began.
First, the sheer volume of clean %%water
in the stream diluted the small amount
of wastes. Bacteria and other small
organisms in the water consumed the
sewage or other organic matter,
turning it into new bacterial cells,
carbon dioxide, and other products.

But the bacteria normally present in
'water must have oxygen to do their
Part in breaking.down the sewage.
Water acquires this-all-important
oxygen.by absorbing it from the air

f:4101
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and from plants that grow in the water
itself. These plants use sunlight to turn
the carbon dioxide pre§ent in water
into oxygen. .

. . .. .

.. The life and death 9,farly body of
water depend mainlpon its ability
to maintain a certain amount of
dissolved ,oxygen. This dissolved
oxygenor DOis what fish breathe.

_ Without it they suffocate. If only a
small amount of sewage is dumped

' into a stream,' fish are not affected and
the bacteria cando.their work; the
stream -can quickly restore its oxygen
loss from the atmosphere and from
plants. Trouble begins when the
sewage load is excessive. The sitioiage
will decay and the water will begin to
give off odors..lf carried to the. .
extreme, the -water could lose all of its
oxytei, resulting in the death of fish

w. and beneficial .plant life. .

Since dissolved oxygen is the key ,

'element in the e of water, the
demagds o are used as a measure in
telling how well a sewage treatment
plant is working. This measuring
device is called biochenical oxygen
demand, or BOD. If the effluent or the
e d-product from a treatment plant
h1/4 a high content of organic
po utants, the effluent will have a high
BOD. Tri other words, it avilldemand
more oxygen from the water to break
down the sewage and consequently will
leave the water with less oxygen (and
also dirtier). '

With the growth of the Nation; the
problems of pollution have become
more complex. The increased amounts
of wastes and the larger deman4s for
water have reduced the capacity of .,
running water to absorb waste water
and purify itself. Consequently, cities
and industries have had to begin to
remove as inucti-as possible of the
oxygen-demanding and other
p011utantsfrom their sewage.

Adequate treatment of wastes along
with providing a sufficienYsupply of
clean water has become a major
concern. 7

Basic Treatment

At present there are two basic stages
in the treatment of wastes. They are

called primary and secondary; In the
primary stage of treatment, solids are
allowed to settle and =removed from
the water. The secondary stage uses
InologicaliProcesses to purify the
waste water evefi'further. In some
cases, the two stages may be combined
into one basic operation.

Primary, Stage

As sewage enters a plant for treatment,
It flowsthrough a screen. The screen
removes large floating objects such.as
rags and sticks that may clog pumps
and small pipes.The screens vary from
coarse to finefrom those with,
parallel steel or iron bars with
Openings of about half an inch or more
to screens wittrmuch smaller openings.

Screens are generally placed in a,
chamber or channel in an inclined
position to the flow'of the sewage td

.make cleaning easier. The debris
caught on the upstream surface of the
screen can be ra ced off manually or
mechanically.

2
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Some plapts use a device, known as a
comminutor which combines the
functions of a screen And a grinder.
These devices catch and then cut or
shred the heavy solid material. In the
process, the pulverized matter remains
in the sewage flow to be removed latei
in a settling tank.

Aftekthe sewage has been screened, it
passei4rito what is called a grit
chamft where sand,- grit, cinders, and
small stones are allowed to settle to the
bottom. A grit chamber is highly
important for cities with combined-
sewer systems because it will remove
the grit or gravel that washes off
streets or land during a storm and ends
up at treatment Cants.

The unwanted grit or gravel from this
process is usually disposed of by filling
land near a treatment plant.
In some plants, another screen is
placed after the grit chamber 40
remove any further material that might
damage equipment or interfere with .

.later processes.

Ath the screening completed and the
grit removed, the sewage still contains
dissolved organic and inorganic matter
along with suspended solids. The latter
consist of minute particles of matter
that can be removed from the sewage
by treatment in a sedimentation tank.

4
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hen the speed of the flow of sewage
through one of these tanks is reduced,
the suspended solids will gradually
sink to the bottom. This mass of Solids
is called raw sludges

Various methods have been devised for-
removing sludge from the tanks.

In older plants, sludge removal was
done by hand. After a tank had been
in service for several days or weeks;
the sewage flow was diverted to
another tank. The sludge in the
bottom of the out-of-service tank was
pushed of flushed with water to a pit
near the tank, and then removed,
usually by pumping, for further
treatment or disposal.

Almost all plants built within thepast,
30 years have had a mechanical means
for removing the sludge from
edimentation tanks. Some plants

remove it continuously while others-
remove it at intervals. .
To complete the primary treatment,
the effluent from thesedimentation
tank is chlorinated before being
discharged into a stream or river.
Chlorine gas is fed into the water to
kill and reduce the number cif disease-
causing bacteria,. Chlorination also
helps to reduce objectionable

Basic treatment .... primary stage
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6 A
c thepas00 percentiof the
municipal in the United Stalls did
not treat their sewage beyond the
primary stage. This amount of
treatment alone was inadequate to
meet today's water quality
requirements. To meet these
requirements, cities and industries will
have to remove even more
contaminants at the secondary stage,
and in some cases,-uk adVanced
treatment.

Secondary Stage

The secondary stage of treatment
removes up to 90 percent of the
organic matter in sewage by making
useof the bacteria in it`The two
principal techniques used in the
secondary stage ate trickling filters and
the activated sludge process.

After the effluent leaves the
sedimentation tank in the prinpry
stage of.treatment. it flows or i
pumped to a facility using one Or the
oter of these processes. A trickling
filter is simply A bed of stones from
three to siiCfeet deep through which
the sewage passes:Bacteria gather and
multiply on these stones until they can
consurhe most of the organic matter in
thesewage. The cleaner water trickles
out through pipes in the bottom of the
filter for;urther treatment. -

The sewage is applied,to the bed of
stones in two principal ways, One

AERATION TANK

it

a

1

method consists of distrib ting the ,.
effluent intermittently thr ugh a
network of pipes laid on/or beneath
the surface of the stones.'

Attached.to these pipes re smaller
yental pipes,which spry the sewage
over the stones. .

'Another much-used m thod consists
a vertical pipe in the c nttr Of %fie filt r
conuected to rotating horizontal pip
which spray the sewage confinuousl
upon the stones. -

From the trickling filter, the sewag
flows to another sed mentation tan to
%move the bacteria Chlorination f
the effluent comple s the seconda
stage of basic treat ent.

The trend today i4 toward die us; of
the activate4bslu proess inste d. of

.trickling filters. his process speeds up
the work of the 'acteria by brining
air an Judge eavil'y laden wit
bacte a into cl se contact with the

sew

After the sew ge leaves the set ling 11
tank in the p imary stage, it is purriped
to an aeratio tank where it i. mixed
with air and sludge loaded w, h
bacteria an allowed` to rem in for
several hou s. During this t e, the
bkteria br ak down the or arilc
matter.

The slud
addition

, now activated with °

millioni of ba eria and

AIR

Secondary stage 4 .. aelivated sludge proce
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other tiny organisms, can be used again
by returning it lo an aeration tank for
mixing with new sewage and ample
amounts of air.

The activated sludge process, like most
other techniques, has advafttages and
limitations. The size of-the units .
necessary-for thistreatment is small,
thereby requiring less land space and

Trickling ffite;

Aeration tank

4.,'

the process free of flies and odors.'
But it is more costly to operate than
the trickling filter, and tile activated
sludge procemsometimes loses its
effectiveness hen faces with complex
industoial.wastes.
An adequate supply of oxygen is
necessary for the activated sludge
proceis to be effective. Air is mixed
with sewage and biolggically active
sludge in the aeration tanks by three
'different methods.
The first, mechanical aeratron,.is
accomplished by drawing the sewage
from the bottom of the tank and
spraying It over the.surface, thus
causing th ewageto absorb large
amounts o gen from the
atmosphe
In the second method, large, amounts
of,air under pressure are piped down
into the sewage and forced out
through Openings in She pipe. The
third method is a combination of

, mechanical aePation and the forced air
method.
From the aeration tank. the sewage
flows to another sedimentatiOn tank to
remove the bacteria.

The final step again c6nFists of the
addition of chlorineth most

4



common method of deinfectionto
the effluent coming from the trickling
filter or.activated sludge process.

Chlorine is usually purchaied in liquid
form, converted to a gas, and injected
into the effluent I5,to 30 minutes
before the treated water is dischArged,
into a water cour'se.ilf done properly,.
chlorination will kill more than 99
percent of the harmful baCteria in an
effluent.

Lagoons

Lagoons;or as they are sometimes
called, stabilization or oxidation ponds
also have several advantages when
used correctly.

They can be used to treat, sewage to the
secondary stage of treatment or they
can be used to supplement other
processes.

A lagoon is a scientifically constructed

Sewage' reatment lagoons

Pond usually threo.to five feet deep, in.
which sunlight; algae, and oxygen
interact tb restore water to a quatity,
that is often equal to effluent from the
secondary treatment stage. Changes in
the weather may/change the
effectiveness of lagoons.

When used with other basic waste
treatment processes, lagoort can be
very, effective. A good example of this
is the.Santee, California, water
reclafilation project. After
conventional basic treatment by
activated sludge, the lown's waste
water is kept in a lagoon for 30 days.
Then the effluent, after chlorination, is
pUmped to land immediately above a
series of lakes and allowed to trickle
down'throUgh sandy soil into the
lakes. The resulting water is of such
good quality, the residents, of the area
can &lin, boat, and 'fish in the take
water.
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'Septic Tpnks

A septic, tank is simply a tank buried
in the ground to treat the sewage fron(
an individual. home. Waste water from
the home flows into the tank whece
bacteria in the sewage may break !
down the organic matter and the , -
Cleanerwater flows out of the tank
into the ground through,s,ub-surface
drains. Periodically, the sludge or solid
tnatter in the-bottom of the tank must
be removed and disposed of.

Ina rural setting, with the right kind
of soil and the proper location', the
septic tank may be a reasonable and
temporary means of disposing of
strictly domestic wastes. Septic tanks
should always be located so that none
of the effluent cah seen into sources-
used for dririkins.

I
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Operation and Maintenance

Wastewater tOatmept, a can clean
The Nation's watersond'Or.event
pollution. Btit'to,acco*plishottlis 0
purpose,Akey mAgtItie niaintruvd and
oper4ted ciliciestry. 'I

. EPA studies- by shtw,n
waste4410.t,te*trne trip
me e mg Water131' etruir

most-common Teaton for this
failure is. poor Operation and
maintenance.,A sufficient number of
well - trained operators and

'many,
e.nor-,,,

ments. ,

- .
maintenance people and a well- . ,t ..- 1....,

equipped water-testing laborato will
assure an efficient operation an a .!
satisfactory:reduction of pollutarits.

7 12
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Arne Need
for Ftirther Treatment.,
of Wastes

In the past, Pollution control was
' -concerned primarily with problems

caused by domestic and the simpler .

wastes of indq.itry. Control was aimed ,

principally tdwards protecting
dowhstream public water supplies and'
stopping or preventing nuisance .

conditions.

Knllution problems were principally
local in extent and their control a local
matter. a

.

4

use of a vast array of oft pesticides
are ressulting.iX rta host of pollution
prptIlems from water draining Off land.

The growth of ,the nuclear energy field
aad the use of radioactive Materials
foieshadoW still another complicating
and potentially serious water- pollution
situation:---

Long stretches of both interstate and
intrastate strea s are subjected to
pollution; Whic ruins or reduoes the
use of the w e for ,many purposes.
Conventions iological waste :,, 4,3
treatment processes are hard-Pressed
to riold the pollution line an* a
growing number of dar larger cities , ,
these processes are no longer adequate.

Our growing mulation/not only is
packing.our central cities but
spreading ()tit farther and farther: into
suburbia and exurbia. Across the
country, new satellite comnIunities are :.

'being.born almostdaily. The .
construction or extensiorr of sewer'
lines has sometimes not matched either'
thll growth' rale or changes ingrowth ,:

patterns. Sea water intrusion a
. _

..
,

This is no longer true. National growth
and change haveikterod this picture. .-
Progress in abating pollution has been
outdistanced by population growth,_ 4
the speed bf industrial progress and
technological developments, changing,
land practices, and many other factors.

p.

The increased production of goods has
greatly increas&the amounts of
common induitfikl wastes:New
probesses in manufacturing are
producing rteiv, complex wastes that
sometimes defy present pollution
Control tecbnoldgy. The increased
application ofcommercial fertilizers
and the development and widespread

a
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growing, fnUlem, id coastal areas. It is
usually caused by the excessive .

pumping of fresh water from the. . . .

ground which lowers the water level,
allowing salt water to flow into the
ground water 494

the Types of Pollutantsib, -

Present.day problems MIA must be met ,

by sewage treat t plants Van "
summed up in types of pollutants
affecting bur,

Tlie eighrgenerartalegdnertre:
- common sewage and other oxygen-

. demanding wastes; diseasejausing
agents; Math nutrients; synthetic
organic chemicals; inorganic_ chemicals
and other mineral subStances;
sediments; radioactive substances; and

. heat_

Oxygen-demanding wastesThese are
the traditional organic wastes and
ammorria contributed by domestic

. sewage and induitrial wastes of plant
end animar orgin. Besideshuman
sevrage;such. wastes result from food
processing, paper mill production,
tanning, And other manufacturing

. processes. These, wastes are usually

k ygen present Otte water.
llestroit bacteria if tlwre is
stac
Since fish and other aquatic life
defend on oxygen fot life, the oxygen!
demanding wastes must be controlled,
in the fish die. .

DiSease-tausing agents,This category
includes infectious organisms which
are carried into surface and ground
water by sewage froth cities and
institutions, and by certain kinds of
industrial wastes, 'Such as tanning and
meat pacleing Maths. Man or animals
come contact with these microbes
'either by dry king the 'water or
thiough,swinbui or other
activities. Alt sh odern ,
disinfectiiin4 s have 'greatly
redtweethe da f This type of
pollutant, the oblem must be
watched Constantly.

Plant nutrients These are the
substances in the food chikin of aquatic

I
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life, such as algae and water weeds,
which support and stimulate their
growth Carbon, nitrogen and
phosphorus are the three citief
nutrients present in natural water.
Largeimounts of these nutrients are
produgeiltby sewage, certain industrial
wastes, and drainage frdkertilized
landsr Biological waste tilliment
processes do not remove the
phosphorus and nitrogen to any ,

substantial extentin fact, they
convert the organic forms of these
substances into mineral Arm, making
them more usable by plantlife. The
problem starts when ap excels of these
nutrients over-stimulates the glowth of
water plants which cause unsightly
conditions, interfere viith treatment -

processes, and cause unpleasant and .

disagreeable tastes and o5lors in the
water.

Synthetie.organic chemicals'=Incliided
in this- category are detergents and
other,household aids, all the new
synthetic organic pesticides, synthetic
industrial chemicAls, and the wastes
from their manufacture. Many of these
substances art toxic to fish and aquatic
life and possibly ,harmful to humans.
They cause taste and odor problems,
and resist conventional waste --
treatment.-Sorileare known to
highly poisonous at very low
concentrations. What- the long-term
effects of small doses of toxic
substances may be is not yet known.

-
Inorganic chemicals and mineral
substancesA st array of metal
salts, acids, solid tter, and -many
other chernidal co pounds are
included in this groUp. They reach our
waters from mining and

'manufacturing processes, oil field-
operations, agricultural practices, and
natural sources. Watef used in
krigation picks up large amounts of

/minerals as it filters down through the
soil on its way to the nearest stream.
Acids of a wide variety are discharged
as wastes by industry, but the largest,
single source of acid in our water
comes from mining operations and

mines that have been abandoned. *.

Many of these types of chemicals are
being created web year. They interfere
with nattfral stream pujification;
destroy fish and other aquatic life;
cause excessive hardness ofmter
st.plies; dorrdde evensiye water
treatment equipmer!; increase
commercial and recreational boat
maintenance costs; and bypost the cost
of waste treatment..

Sediments --;These are he particles of
soils, sandioand minerals washed from
the land and paved areasof
communities mto the water. , ° ,

Construction projects are often large
sediment tiroducers. While not as G

*insidious as some othe s of
,pollution, sediments'are a ajor
problem because of the r
magnitude of the amount re4hing our
waterways. Sediments fill stream
tgannels and harbors, requiring
expensive dredging, and they fill ''
reservoirs, reducing their capacities
and useful lite..T.ey erode power.
turbines and pumping equipment, and
redUce,fish and shellfish populations
by blanketing fish nests and,food ,
supplies.

., 11
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More importantly; sedimepts reduce
the amount of sunlight penetrating the
water. The sunlightis required by
green aquatic plants, which produce die'
oxygen netessary to normal stream
balance. Sedimedtsgreatly increase the
treatment costs for municipal and
industrial water supply and for sewage
treatment wherg combined sewers ai
in use. -

kadioactive subitancesltadioaetive
pollution results from the mining and:
processing of radioadtii+e eres; from
the use of refined radioactive materials
in power reactors and for industrial,
medical, and researcb'paposes; and
from fallout following nuclear
weapons testing.' Increased use of these
substances poses a potential public
health problerh. Since radiation
accumulates-in hurms, control of this.
type of pollution milstAake.into

16 .
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\l,. consideration total exposure in the
uman environmentwater, air, food,

occupation, and medical treatmerk

HeatHeat reduces the capacity. of
water to absorb oxygen. Tremendous
volumes of water are used by power
planes and industry for cooling. Most
of the-water, with the added heat, is
returned to str,Fams, raising their , ,,
temperatures. With less oxygen, the
wale; is not as efficient in assimilating
oxygen-consuming wastes and in
suppbrtjng fish and aquatic life.
Unchecked waste heat discharges can
seriously alter the ecology of a lake, A
stream, or even part of the sea.

Water in lakes or stored in
ihipoundments can be greatly affected
by, heat. Summer temperatures heat up
the surfaces, causing the water w form
into layers, with the cooler water . 4,

forming the deeper layers.
Decomposing vegetative matter froM ,
'natural and man-made, pollutants
deplete the oxygsn from these cooler
lower layewwith lirmful effects on
the aquatic life. When the oxygen-
deficient water is discharged from the
lower gates of a dam;it may have
serious effects on downstream fish life
and reduce the ability of the stream to
assimilate

.
ila,te downstreamallution.

,. -
o complicate matters, most of our'

wastes area mixture of the eight types
of pollution, making the problems of
treatment and control that much more
difficult.

Municipal wastes usually eontain
oxygen-cOnsuming pollutahts,
synthetic organic chemicals `such as
detergents, sediments, and other types

' ofpoilutants. The same is true of ,
many industrial wastes which may
contain; in addition, substantial
amounts of heat from cooling
processes. Water that drains off the.
land usually contains great amounts of,
organic matter in addition to sediment.
Also, land drainage may contain
radioactive substances and pollutants
washed from the sky, vegetation,
buildings, and streets during rainfall.

12
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Advanced Methods
of Treating AP*

. *Wastes

These new problems of a modern
society have placed additional

burdens upon our waste treatment-
systems. Today's pollutants are more
difficult to remove from the wateL
And increase*emands upon our
water supply aggravate the problem.
buring the dry season, the flow of
rivers decreases to such an extent that
they have difficulty in assinlilating the
effluent from waste treatment plants.

'In the future, these problems will be
met through better and more complete
methods of removing pollutants from
water and better meansjorpreVenting
some wastes from even reaching our
Streams in the first place.

The best immediate answer to these
problems is the widespread application
of existing waste treatment methods.

. ; Malty cities stil ce not treat their
sewage beyond th primary ,treatment
stage. Many,other ities.need enlarged
or modernized syst s to treat

,waste water at the econdary stage. But
= this only a temporary sohition. The

discharge of dxyge.n consuming wastes
will increase despite the nationwide
audition of the secondary Stage of
wastewater treatment. And these are

I It

ttleseeed wastewater treatment plant

:
the simplest wastes to dispose of.
Conventional treatment processes are
already losing the battle against tfie
modern-day, tougher wastes. ,

The increasing need to reuse water
now calls for better and better waste
treatment. Every use of water
whether at home, in the factory, or 4
the farmresults in some change in its
quality.

To return, water of more usable qtiality
to receiving lakes and streams, new
methods for removing pollutants are
being developed. The advanced waste
treatment techniques under .

investigation range from extensions of
biological treatment Capable of
removing nitrogen and phosphorus
nutrients to physical-chemical
separation techniques such as
adsorption, distillation, and reverse
osmosis..

These new processes can achieve any
-degree of pollution control desired -
and, al waste effluttits are purified to
higher and higher degrees by such
treatment, the point is reached where
effluents bee "too good to throw .
away:" - 4
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Such water can be deliberately 5nd
directly reused for agricultural,
industrial, recreational. or even
drinking water supplies., This complete
Ater renovation will mean completer
pollution control and-the same time
more water .for, the* Nation.

Land Application

Land'appfication is one method of ;
advanced wastewater treatment that -
can remove pollutants rcpt removed in ,

basic treatment, and in some cases,
reuse or renovate thewaste,water.

Municipal' waste water has been used to
irrigate crops arbund the country, but
primarily in the arid westft states. A

Lancapplication of industrial
waste water has also been tried but
mainly in a few eastern states,-In land.
app cat on three tec n am u e :h hi d

,,,../

Crop irrigation is one land application
'met od that reuses the water, and the
minerals and nutrients in it It is the
inost' commonly used land application
technique, The ,waste water is
sometimes disinfected before being
used fsr crap irrigation, depending on
the end use, of tbe crop. The
waste water is applied to the la

. spraying, flooding, or ridge nd f
irrigation, to supply water a d
nutrients to the crops. The irrigation
method, selected depends on cost -
consideration& terrain, and the crops ,%. i

grown.. Mtich of the water and 'most-of
the nitrogen are absorbed by the. .

plants. The remaining,water .
eyaporates or percolates to the
grnyidwater. Phosphorbus and trace'
elements arereinoxed to the soil by. :- -? :'

. siisorption; ' .
.. . t' 7

' * '

apid-Infiltratiolli . ., ',

4

crop,irrigation, rapid in Itration: ; liAike s/ow rate sjtetas, the rapid ' '
. overland flow, or, a combination pf the infiltration proce.is is Used riginly tdr. .

ifttree. ,- .. . , . treat artdreeover waste'vyateror reuSe: . 't

the simplest latid application , ._ .

.. . . '' . , technique:and is effective 4n cold AIL
In the case of crop irrigation (drib:1w wet v/eather, it hasbeea itie:11- "
rate infiltration) the wastewater 4 frequently, inthe itbrtikraster'd states.
penensates into the grotad where the

Inivttion
Since the rapist infittrationtr ess is u

natural filtering and straining action of L m.Large adupts orwaste water are:
the soil removes most la the sz. applied to 4 %Tired land aces -and
pollutants. The water eventually allowed to in tratr the ground's -

percolates to the groundwater, surface and peicblate through4e.sdIt'
evaporates, or is absorbed by plants. below. If the water it to'be lensed, it

,
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Ridge and farrow Irrigation

Sr,

Flood irrigation

Spray irrigation

can be recovered by drilling wells to
draw it to the surface. Normally,
however, the water will seep
downward' to the goundwater. Becalise
this process depends on the soil's,
ability to absorb a large amount of
water quickly and efficiently, good soil
drainage is important, Impervious soils
may be better suited to the overland
flow process.

OvertandHw

This method has peen used
successfully in the food processing

ustries to remove bacteria and
. nutrients feomwaste Water. And it has
been used to at Limited extent in

-A-I treating municipal waste water for
many years.

The waste water is allowed to flow-
dowry a sloped surface that is planted
with vegetation to contr61 runoff and
erosion. As the water runs dbwn the
slope, the soil and its micro-organi§ms
remelt the bacteria and nutrients.
Most of the water is recovered at The
bottom of the slope for reuse. The

remainder evaporates. This process is
well suited to clay or clay-type soils
with little or no absorption capacity,

15 20 . a
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/
hatever method is Used, land -
plication may be an economic

ternative to more costly advanced
atment plants.

nderway to eval e.the costs more
urther study is

_u

accurately. Researc is also beim
lconducted to determine what lkvels of
'nutrients arid trace elements can be
allowed'to build up in/he soil without
harming agricultural plants, of posing

- health hazards_where the crops may
enterAhe human food.chain.

o

Coagulation Sedimentation

The application oradvanced
techniques for waste treatment, at least
in the next several years, will most
likely.takup where primary and
secondgrytreatment leave off, .

Vitimately. entirelynew systems will
no doubt replace the modern facilities
of today.

.The process known as coagulation-
sedimentation may be used to increase
the removal of solids froid effluent
aftgfpfimary and secondary
treatment. Besides removing essentially
all of the settleable solids, this method
can, with proper control and sufficient
addition of chemicals, reduce the
concentration of phosphate by over 95
percent.

in this ptocess, alum, lime, or iron
salts are added to effluent as it comes
from the secondary' treatment. The
flowien-passes through=flocculation

A.1

Overland Bow-

EVAPORATION

Rapki inBihaiion

!
CoagulatIon-Sedimientation

21
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_tanks where the chemicals cause the
smaller particles to floc or bunch
-together into large masses.

The larger masses of particles or lumps
will settle faster when the effluent*
reaches the next stepthe'
sedimentation tank.

. Although used for years in the
treatment of industrial wastes and in
water treatment, coagulation-
sedimentation is classified as an
advanced process because it is not
usually applied to the-treatment of
municipal wastes. In many cases, the
process is a necessary pre-treatment
for some of the other advanced
'techniques.

Adsoiption

technology has also been developed to
effect the removal of refradtory organic
materials. These materials are the

Adsorption:

stubborn orgdnic matter which persists
in water and resists normal biological
treatment.

The effects of the organics are not
completely understood, but taste and
odor problems in water, taintht of
fish flesh, foaming of water, and fish
kills have been attributed to such
materials.

Adsorption consists of passing the
effluent through a bed of activated
carbon granules which will ref-woe
moil than 98 percent of the organics.
To cut down the cost of the
the carbon granules,can becleane y
heat and uses again..

.'eXcept for the salts added during the
use of water, municipal waste water
that has gone through the previous -
advanced processes will be restored to
a chemical quality almost the same as
before *was used.

When talking of salts in water, salt is
not limited to the common kind that is
used in the home for seasoning food.
In waste treatment language, salts
mean the many minerals dissolved by
water, as it passes through the air as
rainfall, as it trickles through the soil
and over rocks, and as it is used in the
home and factory.

Electrodlalysjs

Electrodialysis is a rather complicated
process by which electricity and
membranes are used to gemove salts
from an effluent. A membrane is
usuallylkiade of chemically treated
plastic. The salts are forced out of the
water by the action of an electric, field.
When a mineral salt is placed in water
it has a tendency to break down into
ions. An ion is an atom or a small
group of atoms having an electrical
charge.

As a city uses its water, the amount of
salts in the water increases by 300-400
milligrams per liter. Fortunately,
.electrodialysis can remove this buildup
of salts,

22
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1 lending water

SECONDARY

CHLORINE

EVAPORATION

In,other words, this prOcess returns the
salt content of the water to where it
was or even better than when the city
first ieceived the water.

The Blending of Treated Water

Properly designed and applied, the
methods that have been explained will
be able to supply any quality of water
for any reuse.

But none of these processes will stand
alone. They must be used in a series or
a parallel plan. In a series, all the
sewage passes through all the
processes, one after another; each
process making a particular
contribution toward improving the
water. For example; the conventional
primary stage of treatment removes
the material that will readily settle"or
float; the secondary biological step
takes care ofthe, decomposable
impurities; coagulation-sedimentatitrn,
the third step, eliminates the
suspended solids; carbon adsorption
,removes the remaining dissolved
organic matter; electrodialysis returns
the level of the salts to what it was
before the water was used; and, finally,
chlorination provides the health safety
barrier against disease carriers. .

Basically the same result can. be
achieved by separating the effluent into
two streams. In thii instaope, all of the
waste receives the basic trEatment and
then passes through the coagulation-

. sedimentafidn and adsorption
processes which remove the organic

wmatter. Half of the se e is then
treated by evaporation adsorption
to. remove all impurities nelUding the
minerals. This effluent, when blended
with the other half, can provide water
with the desired level of minerals.
After chlorination, the water can be
reused for industrial purposes.

Almost any degree of water quality .
scan be acnieved by varying the flow of
the two streams. This technique
reduces the treatment cost, since only a
fraction of the flow requires treatment

'
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with the mOreNxpensfilinlnit
processes, such as distillation.

Distillation or evaporation basically
consists of bringingthe effluent to the
boiling point. The steam or vapor
produced is piped to another chamber
where it ircooled, changing it back to
a liquid. Most of the unwanted
polluting impurities remain in the
original chamber. However, some
yolatile substancel may distill along
dvith the water and carry along foreign
materials that contribute objectionable
taste.

As most people have discovered,
distilled water has a flat, disagreeable
taste caused by the absence of minerals
and air. But by blending ttris pure

-lister with water that still contains
some minerals, a clean, better tasting
water results. And just as importantly,
the more expensive distillation process
is used on only part of the effluent, and

iobe rest of the waste water is treated by
the less costly procedures.

a

Denitrification plants can remove
excess nitrogen in advanced treatment

Wastevrater filtration unit in the coaguiationoedlmentation process'
=1.1...1.
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New Challenges
for Waste Treatment sr.

S a far, the most readily. available
processes that will solve most

current pollution problems have been
covered. But the future holds many
new challenges. Scientists are still
looking for the ultimate, system that
will do the complete job of cleaning up
water, simply apd at a reasonable cost.

One such possible process under study
is reverse osmosis. When liquids with
differerit concentrations of mineral
salts are separated by a membrane,
molecules of pure water tend to pass
by osmosis from the more
concentrated to the less concentrated
side until both liquids have the same
mineral content.

Scientists, are now exploring ways to
take advantage of the natural
phenomena of osmosis, but in reverse.
When pressure is exerted on the side
with the most'minerals, this natural
force reverses itself, causing the
molecules of pure water to flow out or
the compartment containing a high

Reverie osmosis

salt concentration.

This means that perfectly pure water is
being taken otit of the waste,. rather
than taking pollutants out of water as
is the traditional way. And this process
takes clean water away from
everythingbacteria, detergents,
nitrates.

Tests have shown that the theory
works well, resulting in water good
enough to1drink. Efforts are now
under way to develop large membranes
with long life. Also, theyrocess and
iquipment need to be tested on a large
scale.

,Many other techniques to improve
waste treatment are under
development in laboratories and in the
field.

For example, in dendification, s'peCial
microscopic organisms arming
tested for removing nitrate! from
waste water by reducing the iliteates
to elemental nitrogen.

a
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Chemical CeSidatiortv

Municipal waste waters contain many
organic materials only partially .

,-removed by: the conventional
treatment/methods. Oxidants such as
ozone and chlorine hove been used for
many years to improve the taste and
odor qualities or to disinfect municipal
drinking water. They improve the
quality of water by destroying or
altering,the structure of the chemicals

-lit the water.

How6er, the Concentration of the
organic materialsiin drinking water
supplies is mirchlekthan it is in the
waste-bearing watellIreaching -
treatment plants. Until recently, the
cost of the oxidants has prevented the
use of this process in the treating of
wastes. When operated in
conjunction with other processes,
,oxidation could become an effective
weapon in eliminating wastes resistant
to other processes.'

Polymers and Pollution

In discussing the coagulation-
sedimentation process, mention was
made ofthe use of chemicals to force
suspended 051ids into larger masses.
The clumping together helps speed up
one ofthe key steps in waste

'treatmentthe-separation of solids
and liquids.

During the past 10 t6 15 years, the
chemical industry has been working on
synthetic organic chemicals, known as
polyelectrolytes or Rolymers, to ftirther
improve the separation step.

t- Formerly, polymers have proved
effective when used 4t a later stage of
treatment the sludge dispoial step..
Sludge must be dewatered so that it
can be more easily.disposed of. By
introducing'polymers into the sludge,
the physical and chemical bonds

between the solid§ are tightened. When
this happens, the water can be

'extracted chore rapidlY.

Wider use'of polymers is now being
investigated. By putting polymers into
streams or rivers, it may be possible to
capture silt at specified locations so
that it can be removed in quantitY.

1f polymers Are put into raw sewage,
waste treatment plants may be able to
cogibine a -chemical process-with the
standard primary and *Mary
stages: And this method of removing
solids can be applied immedialely
without lengthy and expensive'
additiOn of buildings or new facilitfes.

The chemicals also hold promise as a
means of speeding the flow of waste
Waters through sewer systems, thus, in
effect, increasing the capacity of
existing systems.

ti

A
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The Useor DispbSal
of Waste Water Treatment
Residues

No matter how ggocLithe treatment' of '
wastes, there is always something.

left Oyer. Itmay be the rags and sticks
that were caught on the screens at the
very beginning of thohNinary
treatment. fIccould be brine or it could
be sludge-÷that part of the sewage,
that settleS to t* bottom in
sedimentation tanks. Whatever-it is,
there is always something that must be
reused, burned, buried, or disposed of
in some manner.

The management of these wastewater
treatment residuals is a twofold,

mproblem. The sludge or other matter
must be disposed of to complete a
city's oeindustry's waste treatment
effo'rts. And itmwit be gone in a
manner not to upset the rest o6 the
eirrirtmment.

If it is burned, it rust be'done in a
way not to`add to the pollution of the
atmosphere...This would only create an
additional burden for our already
'over-burdened air to cope with. And
air pollutants by the action of rain and
wind have a habit of returning Co the'
water, further complicating the waste
treatment problem.

- The iequirements4tlie Federal W,,ater

ld

Pollutioj(Control Act-Amendments of
1972 (PL 92-500) emphasize the need
to employ environmentally sound
sludge management techniques. At the
same time, the national requirements
for improved wastewater treatment
will result in the production of a
greater quantity of residuals. And
possibly more Concentrated forms of
contaminants will-be present in these
residuals than eves before. As much as
40 percent of the construction grant
funds for individual treatment plants
provided tinder PL 92-500 may be
required to,build adequate sludge
inanagement facilities. In addition, the
permits required for effluent dirge
from sewage treatment plants can in'.
some cases be affected by the sludge
manigemerft techniques employed by
the facilities.

Thee are many methods and processes*,
for dealing with the "ultimate
disposal" of wastewater treatment g
residuals. In general, the various
techniques involve either direct -

resource recovery from or beneficial
uses of the residuals.

One of the most common disposal
methods consists of digestion followed
by filtration and incineration: The. ,

Sludge drying bed*
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digestion of sludge takes place in
heated 'tanks where the material can
decompOse naturally and the odors
can be controlled, As digested sludge
consists Of 90 to 95 percent water, the
next step in disposal must be the
removal of as much of the wateeas
possible.

Water can be removed from sludge by
use of a rotating filter drum and
suction. As the drum rotates, the water
is filtered out of the sludge and the,
residues are peeled off for disposal.
For more effective dewatering, the
sludge can be first treatgd with 'a,
coagulant cheinical such as lime or
ferric chloride to produce larger solids
before the sludge reaches the 'filter.

Drying beds which are usually made of '
layers of sand and gravel can be used ,

to remove water from sludge. The
sludge is spread over thsoied and
allowed to dry. After a week or two of
drying, the residue will be reduced in
volume and, consequently, will be
easier to dispose of.

Ineineraiion.consists of burning the
dried sludge to reduce the residues to a
non-bUrnabre ash. The ash can be
disposed of by filling unused rand.
Sinccmost of the pollutants have been
mitt:wed by the burning, the sh
shbqld cause very little nuisance.

in 1974; 5,676,000 tons of sewage
sludge were disposed in the oceans.
The' Marine Protection, Research, and
Sanctuaries, of 1973' authorized

, EP'A to regulate this kind of ocean
disposal. cordingly, EPA
implemeni a permit program in late
1973 to lir the amounts and kinds of
wastes that can be dumped at sea.

A very promising new approach to
sludge.management gets.rid of the
unwanted sludge and helps restore
ravaged cduntrysides4 where tops of
hills and mountains were sliced away
.to get at the coal beneath. This trip
'mining left ug19.gashes and scars in
otherv7ise beautiful areas of some

S
04

4

Municipal sludge may be composted
for use as a soil enricher

28
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Treated sludge may be used as fertilizer for some agricultural crops

States. ould take nature many1/13

years'to
11

air the damage.

Under a new_sludge management
approach, digested sludge in semi-
liquid form is piped to the spoiled
areas. The slurry, contairkrig,,n,utnents
from the wastes, is spread °vet the
land to give nathrea hand in returning
grass, trees, and flowers to barren
land.

Restoration of the countryside will
also help conirol the, flow of acids that
drain from mines into streams and

rivers, endangering hsh and other.
aquita life and adding to the difficvity
of reusing the water.

Sludge or other waste concentrates are
not always costly burdens, By drying
and other processes, some cities have
produced fertilizers from sludge which.

rare sold to help pay part of the cost of
treating-wastes. Soule municipalities
use the soil enrichers on parks, road

'parkways, and other public areas.
,

Some industries have found they can
reclaim certain chemicals during waste
treatme*Lprocesses and reuse them.
Other firms have developed saleable
by-prOducts from residues of waste
treatment.

More studies are underway to find.)
other beneficial uses for sludge aad'to
help solve the problem of what to do
with increasing volumes of wastewater
treatment residualsand to help offset
the cdst of waste treatment.
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comnlon Waste
Treatment
Termimilogy

Activated Sludge process 'removes
Organic matter from sewage by
saturating it with air. and adding
bfologically *Live sludge.

Adsorption is an advanced way of
treating wastes which activated
carbon removes organic matter from
waste watef

Aeration Tank serves as a chamber
for injecting air into water

Algae are plants which grow in.sunlit
waters They are a food for fish and
small aquatic animals and. like all
plants, put oxygen in the water

Bacteria are small living organisms"'
which often consume the organic
constituents of sewage

BOD, or biochemical oxygen de-
mand. is the dissolved, oxygen
required by organisms for the aerob-
ic decomposition of organic matter
present in water It is used as a
measure in determining the efficiency
of a sewage treatment plant or to
determine the potential of an effluent
to degrade a stream

Chlorinator is a device for adding
chlonne gas to . sewage to kill
infectious ge

Coagulation is he clumping together
of solids to make them settle out-of
the 'sewage faster Coagulation of
solids is brought about with the use
of certain cheniicals such as lime,
alum and iron salts

G. Combined Sewer carries both sewage
and storm water run-off

.
Comminutor is a device for the
catching and shredding of heavy
solid matter In the primary stage of
waste treatment.

Diffused Air is a technique by which,
air under pressure is forced into
sewage in an aeration tank The air is
pumped down into the sewage
through a pipe and escapes out
through holes in the side of the pipe.

Digestion of sludge takes place in
tanks when the"matervals decompose,
resulting in paitial gasification.
liqtrefaction, a
pollutants.

mineralization of

Distillation in waste treatment con-
sists of heating the effluent and then

sanfiltration is the penetration ofremoving the vaporer steam. When
the steam is returned to a liquid it is
almost pure water The pollutant..
remain in the concentrated residue.

Incineration cdnsists. of burning the
sludge fer,semove the water and
redlice the remaining residues to a
lafe, non-burnable ash The ash can

disposed of safely on land. in
some waters. or into caves or other
underground locations

avater through the ground's surface
into sub-surface soil

Infiltratiori/ Percolation is a Ia'nd
application technique where large
volumes of waste water are applied to
land. i4owed to penetrate the sur-
face and percolate through the
underlying soil

Effluent is the liquid that.comes out
of a treatment plant after completion
of the treatment process

Eutrophication: The normally slow
aging process by which a lake evolves
into a beg or marsh and ukimately
assumes a completely terrestrial state
and disappears During eutruphica-
non the lake becomes so rich in
nutritive compounds, especially ni-
trogen and phosphorus, thatalgae
and other microScppic plant ht.,
becorrie super-abundant, thereby
"choking" the lake: and causing it
eventually to dry up Eutrophication
May be accelerated by many human
act iv it iet

v

Floc is a clump of solids formed In
sewage by biological or chemical

FloccOlation is the process by which
clumps of solids in sewage are made
to increase in swe by chemical.
physical, or biological action,

Fungi are small. Ton-chlorophyll-
bearing plants which may play a

role in trickling filter treat,
me operations

Groundwater is the body of water
beneath the surface of the ground It
is made up prima'nly of the water
that has seeped down from the
surface

26

Interceptor sewers in a combined
system oontrol the flow of the sewage
to the 4eatment plant In a storm.
they allow some of .the sewage to
flow directly into a receiving stream.
This protects the 'treatment plant
from being overloaded in case of a
suddenssurge of water ant° the
sewers Inter6eptors are also used in
separate sanitation systems to collect
the flaws from main and trunk
sewers and carry their to the points /
of treatment

be is an electrically charged atom or
group of atoms which can be drawn
from waste water during the electro-
dialysis Kocess. .

Irrigatiim is a land application
technique where waste water is appli-
ed to the land to supply the water
and nu4ient needs of plants.

Land Application the discharge of
waste water onto the ground for
"treatment or reuse.

Lateral sewers are the pipes that run
under the streets of a city and into
which empty the sewers from homes
or businesses

Mechaniial Aeration uses mechani-
cal energy to inject air into water,

using the waste stream to absoit
gin from the atmosphere

Micr=are, minute plant or animal
life mictobes which may,cause
disease exist in sewage .
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Mixed Liquor is a mixture IA
activated sludge and waters contain-
ing organic matter undergoing acti-
vated sludge treatment in the aera-
tion tank.

Nitrogenous wastes: Wastes of ani-
mal or plant brigin that contain a
significant concentration of nitro-
gen.

Nutrients: Elements or compounds,
essential as raw materials for orga-
nism growth and development, for
example, carbein, oxygen, nitrogen
and phosphorus.

Organic Vatter is the carbonaceous
waste contained in plant or animal
matter an4 brigmating from domes-
tic or industrial sources

Polyelectrolytes are synthetic chemi-
cals used to speed.** removal of
solids from sewage The chemicals
cause the solids to flocculate or
clump together. more rapidly than
themicals like alumror lime

Overland Flow is a land application
technique that cleanses }taste water
by allowing it to flow dyer a sloped
surface. As the water flows over the
surface, the contaminants are re-
moved and the water is collected at
the bottom of the slope fpr reuse .

Oxidation is tge addition of oxygen
which breaks down organic wastes or
chemicals in sewage by bacterial and
chemical means.

Oxidation Pond is a man-Made lake
or body of water in which wastes are
consumed by bacteria It is used
_most frequently with other waste
treatment processes An oxidation
pond is basically the sa as a

sewage lagoon

Percolation is the mov
water through sib -suck
ers, usually coAltinuing 4
the groundwater

Phosphorus: An element that while
essential to life, contributes to 'the
eutrophication of lakes and other

'rent of
soil lay-
ward to

t

bodies of water a 1
Pollution results when animal. veg-
etable, mineral or 'heat wastes or
discharges reach water, making it
less desirable for domestic, recrea-
tion. industry, or wildlife uses

Primary treatment is the ship in
basic treatment that removes the
matenal that floats or will settle in
sewage It is accomplished by using
screens to catch the floating objects
and tanks for the heavy matter to
settle in

Receiving Waters ire rovers, lakes,
oceans. or other water courses that
receite treated or untreated waste
waters

Salts are the minerals that water
picks up asjt passes through the air.
over and under the ground, and
through household and industrial
uses

Sand Filters rertiove some sus-

pended solids front sewage and
bacteria decompose additional
wastes filtering- through the sand
Cleaner water drains from the bed
The sludge accumulating at the
surface must be removed from the
bed periodically

Sanitary Sewers, in a separate sys-
tem are pipes in a city that carry
'only domestic waste water The
storm water runoff is taken care of
by a separate system of pipes

Secondary Treatment is the second
step in most waste treatment sys-
tems in which bacteria consume the
organic paps of .the wastes It is

accomplishes by bringing the sew-
age and bacteria together in trickling
filters or in the etetkvated sludge
process

Sedimentation Tanks help remove
solids from sewage The waste water
is pumped to the tanks where the
solids settle to the bottom or float on
the top as scum The scum is

skimmed off the top, and solids on
the bottom are pumped to incinera-
tion, digestion, filtration or Other
means of final disposal.
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Septic Tanks are used for domestic
wastes when a sewer line is not
available to carry them to a treat-
pent plant. The wastes are piped to
underground tanks directly from the
home or homes The bacteria in the
wastes decompose the organic waste
and, the sludge settles on the %ottom
of the tank' The effluent flows out of
the tank into the ground through
drains The sludge is pumped Out of
the tanks, usually. by commercial
firms, at regUlarintervals.

Sewers are a system of pipes
collect and deliver waste. wail
treatmentplants or rece
streams

S.
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Sludge is the solid matter that settles
to the bottom, floats, or becomes
suspended in the sedimentatio
tanks and must be disposed of yy
filtration and incineration or
transport to appropriate dispdsal
sites

Sterilization is the d ruction of all
living organisms. contrast, disin-
fection is the destruction of most of
the liv.ing organisms

Storm Sewers are a separate system
of t carry only runoffs from
buildm nd land during a storm.

Suspended Solids are the slain
particles of solid pollutants which
are 15resent in, sewage and which
resist sepktatan from the water by
conventional means

Trickling Filter is a support media
for bacterial growth` usually a tAd of
'rocks or stones "The sewage is

trickled over the bed so the bacteria
can breakdown the organic wastes
The bacteria collect on the stone&
through repeated use of the filter

Waste Treatment Plant is a series of
tanks, screens, filters, and other.
processes by which pollutants are
removed from water.

Virus is t smallest form of micro-
organism capable of causing disease.
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Expansion of Blue Plains waste treatment plant
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